
Statistics Research Project: Physical Challenge 
Design a physical challenge that has “degrees of success”. For example, a participant might throw a ball 

at a target and score points based on how close their throw was, or they might have try to jump as far as 

possible. The challenge cannot be simply pass/fail, like scoring a free throw in basketball. Ensure that 

your challenge is reasonable, simple enough to administer, and safe for you and the participants.  

Initial testing and protocol development 
Using other members of the class as test subjects, try out your challenge to ensure you are getting a 

range of results from participants. For example, if the challenge is too easy or too hard then most 

participants will have the same result, leading to a poor distribution.  

Design a sampling technique that will give you a good sample for this research. Your goal is to avoid bias.  

Determine demographics and other factors 
Create a list of factors that you will use for the analysis. These should be factors that you think might be 

relevant to the challenge you have designed, as well as basic demographics. For example, you might ask 

age, grade, and gender as basic demographics, followed by height, weight, fitness level, number of 

physical education classes taken, etc. 

Gathering data 
Administer your challenge to your chosen sample. You must ensure you have complete results from at 

least 40 participants.  

You might measure a number of values during your challenge. There may be a scoring system, a number 

of successes out of 10, a distance measured, etc. Ensure that your results are not simply pass/fail. You 

may measure more than one dependent variable for your research. 

Record all information in a spreadsheet. You may wish to use a Google Form or something similar to 

easily and safely enter your information.  

Analysis 
Perform an analysis on the data you collected. For example, correlate participant height with their 

success level. Use the analysis techniques learned in class to look for trends.  

Write a brief report explaining how each variable correlated with the dependent variable(s). Use 

numerical summaries (mean, standard deviation, etc.), graphical summaries (graphs and charts), and 

exposition (words) in your report. Your primary goals are to be clear, complete, and concise in your 

explanations. Include an explanation of your sampling technique and how successful it was. 

Write in the third person, using formal (but not flowery) language. No special format (APA, etc.) is 

required. 

Wrong: “I had each person throw the ball at the target.” 

Right: “Each participant threw the ball at the target.” 

Wrong: “I thought that the participant’s height would matter a lot, but 

the correlation was weak.” 

Right: “One hypothesis was that the participant’s height would be a 

significant factor, but the correlation was weak.” 

Submission 
Submit the following documents by Monday, June 18th:  

• a digital copy of your spreadsheet (all primary data) 

• a print (paper) copy of your report 


